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Abstract. A novel method to produce a slow, monochro-
matic, and bright pulsed atomic beam from a magneto-optical
trap by switching the magnetic field of the trap is pro-
posed. A pulsed lithium atomic beam with a brightness of
1.1×1015 /sr s and a velocity of13 m/s was produced as
an experimental proof of this technique. The conversion effi-
ciency from the trap into the atomic pulse was nearly100%.

PACS: 32.80.Pj

There is a considerable interest in the generation of a slow
atomic beam having a narrow velocity spread (SABNVS)
that can be used in various experiments in physics such as
ultrahigh resolution atomic and molecular spectroscopy, atom
optics, atom interferometry, study of solid surfaces, and low-
energy collision experiments. Before the invention of laser
cooling the SABNVS was obtained by slicing out the low vel-
ocity component of the velocity distribution in a beam that
has a broad Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution. This resulted in
a poor brightness of the atomic beam.

After the invention of laser cooling several techniques
were developed, which resulted in considerable improvement
of the brightness. A most straightforward method is to decel-
erate the atomic beam with a set of properly detuned laser
beams that counterpropagate against the atomic beam [1, 2].
However, a long distance is needed to slow down a sig-
nificant portion of the atoms in the beam, and the process
is accompanied inevitably by the transverse heating which
decreases the brightness of the beam. More advanced tech-
niques to overcome such difficulties were developed by using
the trapping technique of neutral atoms. Riis et al. [3] con-
fined and cooled a sodium atomic beam in the transverse di-
rection using a two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT).
The device was called an atomic funnel. Similar experiments
of two-dimensional atomic beam compression were reported
by Nellessen et al. [4] on sodium, by Yu et al. [5] on ce-
sium, and by Swanson et al. [6] on rubidium. The bright-
ness of3×1011 atoms/sr s at the velocity of2.7 m/s was
reported for the sodium beam [3]. For the metastable neon
beam the brightness was3×1010 atoms/sr sat the velocity of
19 m/s [7]. Although the finite flight time of atoms through
the two-dimensional MOT limits the degree of velocity com-
pression, this technique has been used to reduce the beam

divergence of atomic beam even at a higher velocity. An alter-
native technique is to extract atoms from a three-dimensional
MOT. The advantage of this method is that the phase space
density of atoms in a MOT is very large and that the loading
time of the MOT can be reduced to a fraction of a second.
Lu et al. [8] generated a continuous rubidium atomic beam
with the flux of 5×109 atoms/s. When it was operated in
the pulsed mode the flux increased by 10 times. The bright-
ness of the beam was5×1012 atoms/sr s in the continuous
mode. A continuous beam of cold cesium atoms was gen-
erated also from a two-dimensional MOT, which produced
a flux of106 atoms/s [9].

In this paper we propose and demonstrate experimentally
a novel method to produce a SABNVS. We obtained the
atomic beam with the brightness of1.1×1015 atoms/sr s at
any average velocity below13 m/s.

1 Principle of atomic beam formation

An atomic cloud in a three-dimensional magneto-optical trap
was extracted from the trap by introducing imbalance of the
trapping force by changing the trapping laser intensity and
the magnetic field. The feature of this technique was that
the atomic cloud was accelerated in a temporally varying
magnetic field in one direction without large spreading of
the cloud along the other directions. The configuration of
our magneto-optical trap is illustrated in Fig. 1. The spher-
ical quadrupole magnetic field was generated by two coils
that were placed along thez axis at equal distance from the
center of the trap and having opposite current directions.
It produced linear magnetic field gradient around the cen-
ter. Four laser beams generated three-dimensional centripetal
force to confine atoms in the trap [10]. (The tetrahedral
laser beam configuration was not essential in our method.)
The three trapping laser beams (beams 2,3,4) accelerated the
trapped atoms along thez axis, once the trapping beam 1 was
switched off. While the atoms moved away from the cen-
ter of the trap, the rate of the absorption of the accelerating
laser beams decreased as a result of the increasing velocity-
induced Doppler shift and the decreasing magnetic field. The
resonance frequency of a two-level atom moving along the
z axis is shifted by the Zeeman and the Doppler effects by
∆ = ωL −ω0+µBB(z)/h− Ek · Ev(z, t), whereωL is the laser
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Fig. 1a,b. Schematic diagram of experimental setup (a) and MOT with the
tetrahedral laser beam configuration (b). To accelerate atoms in the MOT
the trapping laser 1 and the current to the trapping coil 1 were switched off
simultaneously

frequency tuned below the atomic resonance frequencyω0.
B(z) is the magnetic field distribution along thez axis and is
negative inz< 0 (downstream of the atomic beam). To keep
the atoms on resonance with the fixed-frequency laser, we
increased temporally the magnetic field in the downstream,
simply by switch off the current in the downstream coil. The
time constant of the changing magnetic field determined the
acceleration. We have estimated the final velocity of the ac-
celerated atoms when the magnetic field distributionB(z) var-
ied exponentially. It was around20 m/s after acceleration of
1 msin our experimental conditions. The final velocity of the
atomic cloud was set by adjusting the duration of the acceler-
ation, simply by turning off the three trapping laser beams at
a specific time. The three trapping beams and the transverse
magnetic field confined atoms transversely during the accel-
eration, resulting in the formation of a bright pulsed atomic
beam.

2 Experiments

The experiments were performed on a sample of Li atoms
confined in a MOT. The trap consisted of two coils which
generated the spherical quadrupole magnetic field and four
laser beams in the tetrahedral configuration described in our
previous work [11]. The tetrahedral laser beam configura-
tion gave a high capture ratio of decelerated atoms and en-
sured a large total number of trapped atoms. The trap was
loaded from the atomic beam slowed by the Zeeman tuning
technique. In the tetrahedral configuration, one of the trap-
ping beam (laser beam 1) was directed towards the atomic
beam source to use it also as a slowing beam. The trapping
and cooling laser beams were supplied by a ring dye laser
(Coherent CR699) pumped by anAr-ion laser. The frequency
of the dye laser was locked to the zero point of the first
derivative of the saturated absorption spectrum of the cooling
transition 2S1/2(F = 2)− 2P3/2(F = 3) (λ= 671 nm) using
a lithium vapor cell.

In the present experiment, the long-term frequency sta-
bility was within 50 kHz/h, and the frequency jitter was
typically 2 MHz. The laser frequency was tuned15 MHz
below the resonance of the cooling transition by applying
dc magnetic field to the vapor cell. To avoid the optical

pumping into the another ground-state hyperfine component,
the laser beam was modulated by an electro-optic modula-
tor to generate sidebands at the frequency of±820 MHz.
The upper sideband was resonant with the frequency of the
2S1/2(F = 1)− 2P3/2(F = 2) transition, and the atoms in the
2S1/2(F = 1) state were optically pumped back to the cool-
ing cycle. The intensity ratio of the sideband to the carrier
was 1:3. The total intensity of the four laser beams was
6.8 mW/cm2 including the sidebands (the saturation inten-
sity of the cooling transition is2.4 mW/cm2). The 1/e2 laser
beam diameter at the trap was20 mm. The number of atoms
in a MOT was estimated from the fluorescence intensity and
the trapping laser power density. The number of trapped
atoms was typically5×109, the 1/e2 diameter of the atomic
cloud was3.3 mm, and the density was1.5×1011/cm3 when
the magnetic field gradient along thezaxis was12 G/cm. The
temperature of atomic cloud was measured by the time-of-
flight method, and it was1.9 mK. The loading time of the
MOT was300 ms, when the background gas pressure of the
trapping chamber was3×10−10 Torr and the temperature of
the lithium oven was900 K.

The atomic cloud was extracted from the MOT by shut-
ting off the longitudinal trapping laser beam (beam 1) by
a mechanical shutter. Simultaneously, the current through the
downstream coil was switched off. The current decayed with
the time constant of0.3 msand the magnetic field increased.
Atoms were accelerated towards the−z direction in the
temporally varying magnetic filed. The acceleration stopped
when the remaining three trapping laser beams (beams 2,3,4)
were turned off by an acousto-optic modulator. We call the
period between the time to shut off the beam 1 and the beams
2,3,4 the acceleration time,τa. The acceleration time was
precisely controlled using the acousto-optic modulator. The
acceleration timeτa was varied from25µs to 1.2 ms. Its max-
imum value was limited by the time at which the accelerating
atoms escape from the trapping laser beams.

The properties of the pulsed atomic beam were measured
by two methods; the time of flight (TOF) and the imaging of
atomic pattern. The TOF spectrum was measured with a res-
onant probe laser beam which crossed thez axis at the dis-
tance of13 mmfrom the center of the MOT. The probe beam
was focused by a cylindrical lens to a light sheet with the
thickness of250µm. Its width was8 mm. The power dens-
ity of the probe was100 mW/cm2. The fluorescence from the
atomic cloud at the region of the probe beam was collected
by a standard camera lens (f = 50 mm, F/2) and detected by
a photomultiplier. Since the distance of13 mmfrom the cen-
ter of the MOT to the probe beam was not sufficiently long
compared to a typical diameter of the atomic cloud, the data
of TOF measurement were fitted by the following equation,
which take into account of the initial spatial distribution of the
cloud:
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whered is the distance between the probe beam and the cen-
ter of the MOT,v is the average velocity,δv is the velocity
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spread,w is the radius of 1/e2 atomic cloud,∆l is the thick-
ness of the probe beam, andl is the acceleration distance.

To measure the spatial property of the pulsed atomic
beam, the fluorescence image of the atomic cloud was
recorded using a CCD camera equipped with an image in-
tensifier. The vertical deflection signal (VD signal) that was
extracted from the video signal was used as a clock pulse for
the timing of the whole procedure of the formation of the
atomic beam and the measurement of its properties. Using
a camera lens with a smallf -number and the intensifier
with 104 gain, the pattern of the atomic cloud was recorded
with 10µs temporal resolution. A high-voltage10-µs gate
pulse was applied on the photocathode of the intensifier syn-
chronously to one frame of CCD camera. All parameters
of the pulsed atomic beam were determined from two flu-
orescence images of the atomic cloud, one at the end of
the acceleration and the other at a time after the accelera-
tion followed by free flight. The second image was recorded
using a standing wave probe beam with10 mmdiameter and
1.2 mW/cm2 power density that crossed thez axis 15 mm
downstream from the center of the MOT.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Time-of-flight method

The velocity and velocity spread of the pulsed atomic beam
were measured by the TOF method. Figure 2 shows a typi-
cal time-of-flight signal and fitting curve calculated from (1)
in the case of200µs acceleration which gives3.3 m/s aver-
age velocity and1.0 m/s velocity spread. The accuracy of
determining the velocity and the velocity spread were0.2 m/s
and0.1 m/s, respectively. A series of time-of-flight signals at
different acceleration times are shown in Fig. 3. The lowest
curve is the signal without acceleration. The number of atoms
in a pulse was nearly the same in four curves. The dynamics
of formation of the pulsed atomic beam can be clearly seen
from these curves. The oscilloscope trace was triggered by
the signal from the mechanical shutter at the beginning of the
acceleration. The small signal at the beginning of the trace,
which came from the scattered trapping laser beam, indicates

Fig. 2. A time-of-flight signal after the acceleration of200µs. The solid
curve is the theoretical curvein which the parameters were determined
from the experimental curve. The longitudinal velocity is3.3 m/s and the
velocity spread is1.0 m/s

Fig. 3. Signals of the time-of-flight measurements of the pulsed atomic
beams with and without acceleration. Acceleration times were100µs,
200µs, 400µs, 800µs, respectively

the duration of the acceleration. The average velocity and the
relative velocity spread as a function of acceleration timeτa is
shown in Fig. 4. When the acceleration time was varied from
100µs to 800µs the average velocity increased from1.5 m/s
to 9 m/s.

3.2 Imaging method

The fluorescence images of atomic clouds were recorded to
obtain the information of the position and the spatial distri-
bution of atoms in the cloud after the acceleration. Figure 5
shows a series of images of the atomic cloud at different
times. Figure 5(1) is the image in the MOT and Fig. 5(2) is
the image at the end of the acceleration of1 ms. Figure 5(3)
is the image of the accelerated atomic cloud (1 msof accel-
eration) followed by a free flight of0.7 ms. Spatial profiles
along thez axis and thex axis of each image are shown
in Figs. 5a,b, respectively. The transverse spreading of the
atomic cloud during the acceleration was5%, which indi-
cates that the transverse radiation pressure is effective after

Fig. 4. The longitudinal average velocityv and the relative velocity spread
δv/v as a function of acceleration timeτa
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Fig. 5a,b. Fluorescence images of the atomic cloud at different times.
(1) Atomic cloud in the MOT, (2) at the end of1.0 ms of acceleration,
(3) after1 msof acceleration, and0.7 msof free flight. The spatial profiles
of each cloud along thez axis (a) and the transverse direction (b) are shown
below

changing the downstream magnetic field to guide the atomic
cloud like a funnel. The average velocities derived from the
imaging data agree with the results from the TOF measure-
ments. The maximum average velocity of13 m/s was ob-
tained after1.2 msof acceleration. The beam divergence of
the accelerated atoms was derived from the imaging data. It
was 47±10 mrad.

To estimate the velocity of accelerated atomic cloud we
numerically calculated a force on a two-level atom propa-
gating in the negativez direction in the temporally varying
magnetic fieldB(z, t). The intensity profile of the laser beam
is described asI/I0 G(z), whereI0 is the saturation intensity,
I is the power density of one beam andG(z) is the Gaus-
sian profile. The average radiation-pressure force from one
transverse laser beam in thez direction is described by the
following equation:

F(z, t)= h k
Γ

2

×
I
I0

G(z)

1+ I
I0

G(z)+
{
(ωL−ω0)−Ek·Ev(t)+∆(mF gF )µB B(z,t)/h

Γ/2

}2 ,

(2)

where Γ/2π is the natural line width of the transition,
ωL −ω0 is the detuning of the trapping laser frequency
from the resonance,Ek · Ev(t)= kv(t) cos70.5◦ = kv(t)/3 is the
velocity-induced Doppler shift of the transition frequency,
∆(mFgF)µBB(z, t)/h is the frequency difference of the Zee-
man shift of upper and lower states.

In the numerical analysis of the present experiment, we
used the values for the2S1/2(F = 2, mF =−2)− 2P3/2(F=3,
mF = −3), because atoms were pumped optically into the
lowest magnetic sublevel by the sideband light. Then, the dif-
ference ofmFgF was 1. Other parameters in our experiment
wereωL−ω0=−15 MHz, I/I0= 0.7 and the Gaussian pro-
files with 1/e2 radius of10 mm. The calculated average force
in thez direction is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the axial

distancez. Figure 6a shows the force when the quadrupole
magnetic field of the MOT is kept constant. A center of the
atomic cloud is initially at the position ofz= 0 and the cloud
moves toward the negative-z direction. Figure 6b shows the
force when the current through the downstream coil decays
exponentially with the time constant of0.3 ms, which is our
experimental condition, the rate of absorption of photons re-
covers and atoms are accelerated.

The time evolution of the velocity on thez axis was ob-
tained by solving a simple equation of motion with the force
described by (2). The calculated velocities at three decay con-
stants,1 ms, 0.3 ms, and 0.1 ms, are shown in Fig. 7. The
experimental data are also shown in the figure by dots. The
calculated final velocity at the decay constant of0.3 mswas
slightly higher than the velocity obtained in the experiment.
The reason of this slight discrepancy may be that the atoms

Fig. 6a,b. Calculated longitudinal average force on a moving atom.a The
magnetic field is static quadrupole field.b The current of downstream coil
decays exponentially with the time constant of0.3 ms

Fig. 7. The calculated time evolution of longitudinal average velocity (solid
curves) and the experimental data (dark dots). The current of downstream
coil decays exponentially with the time constants of1 ms, 0.3 ms, and
0.1 ms, respectively
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were optically pumped into another ground state hyperfine
componentF = 1 even though the repumping laser was used.
The power density of the repumping beam was 1/3 of the
trapping beam and30% of atoms in our MOT were estimated
to stay in theF = 1 level. The ratio of the population between
the hyperfine levels in an accelerating atomic cloud would be
the same as in the MOT. The calculation shows also that the
decay time constant of the current in the trapping coil is an
important parameter for the efficient acceleration of atoms.
Final velocity of up to20 m/scould be obtained if the current
decayed within0.1 ms. The laser power density and the beam
diameter are also important parameters.

The flux and the brightness of the pulsed atomic beam
were estimated from the fluorescence intensity of the atomic
cloud and the beam divergence. A typical number of trapped
atoms was5×109 , and it gives the flux of6.7×1012 atoms/s
with 6.5 m/s average velocity and1 mspulse width. The vel-
ocity spread was1.3 m/s. The brightness of the beam was
1.1×1015 atoms/sr s. The repetition rate, which depends on
the loading time of the MOT, is an important parameter when
we use the pulsed atomic beam for various experiments. The
repetition rate was1 Hz in our experiment. A slow, intense,
and velocity-controllable pulsed atomic beam is a powerful
tool for collision experiments. This method can be applied to
any atoms that can be trapped in a MOT. It should be noted
that the atomic beam is free from the light field after they are
released. Therefore, there is no ac-Stark shift of energy levels,
which is essential in various high-precision measurements.

4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a new technique to produce a SAB-
NVS by accelerating atoms in a magneto-optical trap. The

three transverse trapping beams in the tetrahedral laser beam
configuration accelerated atoms longitudinally and at the
same time confined transversely resulting in the small beam
divergence. The velocity of the pulsed atomic beam was var-
ied up to13 m/sby adjusting the acceleration time. All atoms
in a MOT were accelerated to one direction and we obtained
the flux density of as large as1.1×1015 /sr s. The exper-
imentally obtained velocity distribution was fitted with the
numerical calculation. The numerical calculations show also
that the velocity control of the atomic cloud in a wider range
is possible with the present technique.
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